The books and videos of Inclusion Press and soon a CD-ROM...

Books, Videos & Resources to make inclusion, diversity and community a reality for the future of all our citizens.
The Catalogue with Heart...

The books and videos in this catalogue are published and/or distributed by Inclusion Press. We finally produced this catalogue because of requests we received from people who want to know more about our materials and about inclusion, community, diversity and change. We are very proud of each item and hope our readers will find them useful in their work. If you are in any way unhappy with a product please return it at your own cost (in good condition) and we will refund your money. We know most of our customers are very satisfied with our work. We thank them in advance for their support.

We hope you will buy our publications and that you will feel they are well worth the effort and expense you have made. We have tried to make our work available to all. The costs are such that we really believe that way our Press would have integrity. We have followed Bob's advice and have over the years built a small but treasured set of books and videos that are used all over the world and which will hopefully help families, individuals and organizations to make the world a place for all of us. If you have any questions, we try to have someone available within 48 hours. You might get a gory message on our answering machine when you call, but you'll always get a personal call back from Marsha, Jack or Cathy.

Who are books and videos for? We give an audience description at the end of each title. Overall, our materials are for everyone passionate about social change towards communities where all are welcome. Our topic is not disability, but the human condition. We believe our work is relevant for anyone seeking to deal with issues which are additional and/or excluded. Our work is for ALL! And yes, "All Means All!"

People ask, "Who is your competitor?" We were taken aback at first. It's a good question. Our response: We don't have any competition. We are one of many small publishing ventures putting out good materials on issues that passionately concern us and our readers. We cooperate and collaborate with others who share our vision and values. We don't want and don't need to compete. That's why our catalogue recommends resources from other places. No one page for three listings. We don't do traditional advertising. Our list is certainly not exhaustive. If we inadvertently left out places or people you think we should include, please let us know.

Most of all we hope you find our catalogue challenging, inspiring, practical, useful, and check full of stuff that will help you, your family, your community, your workplace, your life in general to be more creative, more fun, more thoughtful, more colourful, more musical, more challenging, more inclusive, more diverse, more of whatever you hope it will be.

Order Now...

CD-ROM
'the Challenge of Change'

An exciting multi-media Training Guide with media resources for your own staff. Three experienced guides, Jack Pearnol, Marsha Forest and John O'Brien take you on a tour of their 'tools for change'. Video clips, audio clips, graphic overheads, slide shows (i.e. Power of the Dream), document - assembled for the first time to assist trainer guides to get their groups safely on their various journeys.

Many items are presentation ready. Just insert them into your training events. In addition, in purchasing the package, you are authorized to reprint many documents and graphic overheads for your own use.

Order Now. Call us: Essential for trainers using Person Centered approaches - PATH, MAPS or Circles - or just dealing with Change.

A Practical, Usable CD-ROM with website links and Resources Galore.
PATH: A Workbook for Planning Positive Possible Futures
Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope for Schools, Organizations, Businesses and Families
by Jack Pearpoint, John O'Brien and Marsho Forest
56 pages, Softbound from Inclusion Press, ISBN 1-880415-10-0 $15.00

This is the "hot" item from our Press. If you say you are interested in, and/or using PATH, this is a must. It goes along with the PATH Training Video and the PATH in Action Video. Our workbook is being used by groups all around the world and is sold individually or in bulk so that each member of the PATH planning event can have a copy. It is 60 pages and includes a color graphic of a real PATH. The book outlines the PATH process in depth and is according to those doing PATH "indispensable." One reader said "no matter how many PATHS I do I always take it with me." PATH is a creative planning tool which starts in the future and works backward to an outcome of first steps that are possible and positive. It is excellent as a team building tool and has been used to mediate conflicts. It is loved by people who actually want to change the usual ways in which they currently work. Any groups teaching PATH as a tool will hopefully have a copy for each person.

Audience: Anyone doing PATH. Relevant for all ages and all populations. Now in use by architects, small business firms, medical professionals, as well as educators and human service providers.

PATH in ACTION
Working with Groups
Producers: Inclusion Press & Yellowknife Educ. Dist.1 (65 min.) $100.00

We recommend PATH in Action: Working With Groups as the essential PATH Training Video. It is one hour, and demonstrates setting the tone, setting boundaries, and the 8 Path Steps which conclude with an immediately "do-able" first action step. The tape is an edit of two Paths, one done with the high school students in Yellowknife, NWT, and the second with the administrators in the same school district - planning the future of a school system. It took courage for Superintendent, Dr. Ken Woodley, to invite a camera crew to record three days of intense future planning. This is an honest and intense edit of those three days. The video composite cuts back and forth between the two PATHS and shows real examples of tension, conflict, negotiation, energy and vision. If you are dealing with change - this video is a must watch. A transcript of the PATH accompanies the video.

Audience: Essential for anyone and everyone doing, using or training with PATH. Human service, educators, families, facilitators, advocates, administrators, general audience - anyone involved in change.

The PATH Training Video: Joe's PATH
Video Produced by Jeff Dobin, Panathletics Productions (15 minutes) $75.00

PATH was developed by Jack Pearpoint, John O'Brien and Marsho Forest

This video takes the viewer through the steps of PATH. Path was designed to deal with complex issues for individuals, families, organizations. We have used PATH with medical practitioners, architects, schools, individuals and families. It is a sharp and powerful tool that gets people to doable first steps based on taking them into the North Star future many generations ahead, then creating a possible and positive future one or two years ahead and then coming back to now. The PATH then asks who do we need to enrol if we are really going to go anywhere, and what do we need to actually do to stay strong enough for the journey. Then we go into the future again and plan six months, three months, one month and finally our first steps to get us on the PATH. The video describes each step and uses a young man with cerebral palsy as the focus person as he plans his transition from an institutional setting to a life fully in the community. Although the video uses Joe as an example of the process it can be easily transferred to any situation.

Audience: A must see for anyone using PATH, or doing training with PATH. Use with the Path Workbook.

PATH ACTION PACK
Two Videos Plus the Book
$150.00

Essential for PATH Facilitators
If you are using PATH, you need the PATH Training Video and the Workbook to get started and learn the basics.

The PATH Action Pack is a bargain with all the key PATH materials in one kit. If you say you are doing PATH, or training in PATH, this is essential viewing and reading.

Visit our Web Page: www.inclusion.com
A Little Book About Person Centered Planning
Ways to Think about Person Centered Planning, Its Limitations, the Conditions for Its Success and Its Contributions to Organizational Renewal.
Editors: John O'Brien and Connie Lyle O'Brien
156 pages, Softbound from Inclusion Press, ISBN 1-895418-40-2 $15.00
This is THE book to read for anyone doing Person Centered Planning. It is a serious and challenging collection. Each author is a leader in the field, and challenges readers to think deeply about the vital issues involved in the work of real Person Centered Planning. Contributing authors include: John O'Brien, Connie Lyle O'Brien, Marsh Forest, Jack Pearpoint, Herb Lovett, Beth Mount, Michael Smull, Judith Snow and Jeff Strully. The editors hoped to produce a book that will help those who facilitate Person Centered Plans to develop their own ideas about how best to use their talents. Excellent bibliography of resources included.
Chapters include: The Ethics of Maps and Path, A Guide to Personal Futures Planning, and much more.
Audience: Anyone involved/working with Person Centered Planning tools.

The PATH Demonstration Video
Produced by the Center for Ministry with Disabled People and School of Education, University of Dayton.
Narrated by Marilyn Bishop (58:30 minutes)
$55.00
This is an excellent example of a PATH with a group of school administrators, human services providers and families who want to create an inclusive school system. The video was filmed during a workshop for professionals and families at the University of Dayton in Dayton, Ohio. Marsh Forest and Jack Pearpoint go through each step of the process in detail and there is also an excellent commentary by Marilyn Bishop throughout the video. The video will be best utilized after the first two training videos.
Audience: School and human service systems who want to use PATH for building inclusive school and other community systems, families, advocacy groups.

All Means ALL:
An Introduction to Circles, Maps and Paths
Featuring: Marsha Forest and Jack Pearpoint
Produced by the Video Journal of Education (33 minutes) $100.00
We are thrilled that this video is now available. This video puts the contents of the books All My Life's A Circle, Action for Inclusion, The Inclusion Papers and the PATH Workbook into living colour.
Audience: School and human service organizations worldwide to use this video to show that inclusion happen.The Six Thinking Hats (Edward DeBono) is introduced as well as the Circle of Friends concept. Tape 3 illustrates an introductory look at a MAP and a PATH (24 minutes).
Audience: Educators, advocates, people working in human services, human rights, diversity, community...-
Dr. Michael Fullan, Dean of the Faculty of Education, University of Toronto writes: "I just viewed the inclusion tape which is great. Congratulations to you and the Lemons. This tape is an important resource for all those struggling with the concept and the realities of inclusion. It presents a clear and inspiring vision and rationale about the true meaning of inclusion, which dispels a lot of myths and misunderstandings. At the same time it provides us with powerful tools and proven guidelines for action which have been used successfully by many educators."

Together We're Better
A Set of Three Tapes
Produced by Comforty Mediaconcepts
$175.00
This exciting and useful three part staff development series was filmed at a workshop done by Marsha Forest, Jack Pearpoint and Judith Snow in Chicago in 1992 and it is as relevant today as it was then. It is being used by school systems and human service organizations worldwide to introduce staff and families to the concepts pioneered by Marsha, Jack and Judith. As Marsha, Jack and Judith can't always be everywhere they are invited, this three tape set brings the three of them and an exciting event right to your own door step. Tape 1 (one hour) is an Introduction to Inclusion - using Jack's exciting graphics this is a dynamic lecture by the three speakers. Tape 2 (57 minutes) focuses on strategies for making inclusion happen -The Six Thinking Hats (Edward DeBono) is introduced as well as the Circle of Friends concept. Tape 3 illustrates an introductory look at a MAP and a PATH (24 minutes).
We get great feedback on this video as a way to do staff development and team building for inclusive community. It is an excellent way to get the ball rolling and can be followed up by the MAPs and PATH Training Videos. Books that compliment the video series are Action for Inclusion, The Inclusion Papers, All My Life's A Circle and The Path Workbook.
Audience: Staff development for school systems and human service organizations. All ages.

The All Star Company
by Nick Marsh
178 pages, softbound from Inclusion Press, ISBN 1-895418-19-4 $15.00
No organization of any type should be without this dynamic book about building teams. Whether a family, a school, a social service organization, a small or large business, this book uses cutting edge thinking and examples to show successful teams at work. The All Star metaphor takes the reader out of the traditional hierarchical organization into the All Star Model. Chapters include such topics as Vision, Leadership, Values - Making a Difference, Getting Your Act Together. The book is being used in education, human service courses and as well by the National Fellowship on Family Medicine at the University of Toronto. Order one for each member of your team. 178 pages of All Star material.
Audience: Anyone interested in organizational change in schools, in human service, in families. Anyone who want to build teams in their organizations.

Dealing with Change? try these...

The PATH Demonstration Video

Order Now: the Challenge of Change - new CD-ROM
All My Life's A Circle
Using the Tools: Circles, MAPS and PATH
M. Falvey, M. Forrest, J. Pearpoint and R. Rosenberg
111 pages. Softbound from Inclusion Press. ISBN 1-895418-26-7
The first 5000 copies sold more quickly than we ever imagined. Now we have expanded this popular book which captures the essence and spirit of three creative and exciting tools used by many schools and organizations who want to build innovative and quality education or human service systems that truly meet the needs of the people being served.
The book gives a glimpse of the 3 tools (MAPS, PATH and Circle of Friends) and outlines the key points. Stories and graphics illustrate the text and add depth to the tools described.
The new expanded edition has several important additions including the 14 page transcript of the video about a person, a family, an organization and then designs a plan of action based on the information gathered. The questions are: What is the person's story or history? What are the person's dreams? What are the person's nightmares? Who is this person? What is the person good at (their gifts and talents)? What do we need to do to get to the dream and avoid the nightmare? And finally, what is our plan of action?
Audience: A must see for anyone doing, using or training in MAPS.

The New MAPS Training Video: Shafik's MAP
Plus “Dreaming” with Judith Snow.
Created by Jack Pearpoint and Marsha Forest; Produced by Jeff Dobbin, Parasout Productions; Facilitated by John O'Brien (40 minutes)
Shafik Assante, a well known human rights activist from Philadelphia courageously opens his heart and his life in this unique video which is a high caliber training tape. The tape takes the viewer through each step of the MAPS process and discusses the steps in detail as designed by the authors. An eight minute segment by Judith Snow at the end of the video is a gem describing the heart of the process which is about “dreaming.” MAPS is an eight step tool that collects information.

Action for Inclusion: How to Improve Schools by Welcoming Children with Special Needs Into Regular Classrooms
by John O'Brien, Marsha Forest with Judith Snow, Jack Pearpoint and David Hashbarger
This 56 page book is definitely the best seller of Inclusion Press. It is now in its fourth printing. It is short and jargon-free and describes in detail the Circle of Friends exercise and the MAPS (Making Action Plans) process. We strongly recommend it with the video, With A Little Help From My Friends and the New MAPS Training Video. This book is being used by school systems all around the globe. It is perfect for conferences and courses as it is short and filled with actual tips on how to develop an action plan (MAP) for including any child at risk of exclusion. It is not limited to any one label but for all children at risk at any age. Although it talks mostly about elementary and middle school age children we feel it is transferrable to high school students and adults. A perfect handout for large conferences and a text for courses.

Kids Belong Together
Produced by People First Association of Alberta (24 minutes)
$55.00
The music alone is worth the price of this classic and still vibrant video featuring Father Pat Mackan working in schools in Alberta, Canada and building Circles of Friends and MAPS. The song "Kids Belong Together" has become an anthem of inclusion. The video is a celebration of friendship and shows the possibilities for change. Great and inspiring images of children and teachers working together in schools. The book Action for Inclusion and Inclusion Papers goes well with this tape.

Miller's MAP
Produced by Tom Cairns, Marsha Forest and Jack Pearpoint (33 minutes)
$55.00
This video is very popular with school systems and families. Although the sound quality is not as good as our other videos it doesn't seem to matter as the visual images of Miller and her family and friends is so powerful. Miller Cairns was in grade six when this video was made. She is a child who does not speak much but she and her friends get together to plan the curriculum together. The teacher, the principal, Miller's mom and dad and other friends join in to work together to create a MAP. Miller's mom Melinda, Miller's grandfather Bill and her dad Tim give eloquent testimony to the dreams and nightmares they have for Miller. It is a powerful video on the issue of inclusion, friendship and MAPS.

Audience: Families, school systems (elementary and middle school focus.)
Circles of Friends...

All My Life's A Circle
Using the Tools: Circles, MAPS and PATH
M. Falvey, M. Forest, J. Pearpoint and R. Roosenberg
111 pages Softbound from Inclusion Press ISBN 1-895418-26-7 $15.00

The first 500 copies sold more quickly than we ever imagined. Now we have expanded this popular book which captures the essence and spirit of three creative and exciting tools used by many schools and organizations who want to build innovative and quality education or human service systems that truly meet the needs of the people being served.

The book gives a glimpse of the 3 tools (MAPS, PATH, and Circle of Friends) and outlines the key points. Stories and graphics illustrate the text and add depth to the tools described.

The new expanded edition has several important additions including a 14 page transcript of the M.A.P.S Training Video and an important transcript of a talk by Judith Snow entitled "On Dreaming". Eleven additional articles by Martha Forest and Jack Pearpoint also add depth to the book. The original work plus these new additions gives a clear picture of the tools in actual practice. The video "All Means ALL" (p. 3) is a perfect compliment to this book. Also recommended are the MAPS Training Video (below) and the PATH Action Pack (p. 2) for those serious about using and facilitating these tools.

Audience: Educators and families, human service and advocacy organizations, anyone interested in MAPS, PATH, and Circles of Friends.

Order Now: 1-800-541-1070

Now in ONE Book
The Building of Judith Snow's Unique Circle of Friends
by Jack Pearpoint
What's Really Worth Doing and How to Do It:
A Book for People Who Love Someone Labeled Disabled (Possibly Yourself).
by Judith Snow
222 pages Softbound from Inclusion Press ISBN 1-895418-38-0 $15.00

This powerful combination, From Behind the Piano and What's Really Worth Doing, is being used around the world as a textbook in many human service programs. It is used in high school teachers, college professors and as a great human interest story. The Piano book (part 1) contains the personal story of Judith Snow, that she moved out of an institution and into the community. A circle of support was born that not only helped Judith, but changed the lives of all involved. The message is powerful and simple: None of us can deal with a crisis alone. The book details the formation of the "Joshua Committee" - Judith's name for her Circle of Support. John O'Brien's 10 page article in the book is a brilliant essay about the messages of hope embedded in the book. What's Really Worth Doing (Part 2 of this book) is essential reading for anyone interested in advocacy. It contains courses and conferences. Judith says her book is about strategies to make it possible for people who are vulnerable to be more present and included in their communities. Her premise is that we must replace the thinking of disability with the thinking of "giftedness." If you want to know how to start to build support circles (i.e., circles of friends), this is the book for you.

Audience: Human service organizations, families, advocacy networks and anyone interested is the depth of building circles of friendship or circles of support. High school and university courses in social science, social work, human relations and human service. A must for families and an inspiration for people with disabilities attempting to get out of any kind of institutional setting.

Friendship Pack
Book + Video
$60.00

From Behind the Piano + Friendship Video
$55.00

Dream Catchers and Dolphins
Reaching Out in a Time of Crisis
by Martha Forest and Jack Pearpoint
A remarkable healing journey - via e-mail. Travel with Martha and Jack as they reach out to their circle during their crisis with cancer. A book for anyone in any crisis. The message. Reach out for support by any means!

Order Now: The Challenge of Change - new CD-ROM

If you judge people, you have no time to love them.
Mother Teresa

If we are to achieve a richer culture, rich in contrasting values, we must recognize the whole gamut of human potentialities, and we cannot afford a less arbitrary social fabric, one in which each diverse gift will find a fitting place.
Margaret Mead
Inclusion Classics 2 Videos
$90.00

With A Little Help From My Friends
Produced by Marshall Forest and George Flynn

This classic video keeps selling as if it were brand new. The freshness of the video is in the voices of students who talk from their hearts about inclusion and building circles of friends. The video is in three parts. Part I shows the actual exercise of building a Circle of Friends. Part II shows a small group of students and teachers discussing the ins and outs of inclusion and circle building and the third piece "May's MAP" is an excellent example of a MAP done with 12 year old students. The video focuses on the voices of the teachers and the students who tell us over and over again that inclusion must be done and that it's really not that hard to do if you have "a little help from your friends." The book Action for Inclusion is a perfect compliment to the video, as if you don't already have it get it now as it is still one of the most inspiring pieces of video around.

Kids Belong Together
Produced by People First Association of Alberta
(24 minutes) $55.00

The music alone is worth the price of this classic and still vibrant video featuring Father Pat Mackan working in schools in Alberta, Canada and building Circles of Friends and MAPS. The song "Kids Belong Together" has become an anthem of inclusion. The video is a celebration of friendship and shows the possibilities for change. Great and inspiring images of children and teachers working together in schools. The book Action for Inclusion and Inclusion Papers goes well with this tape.

Dream Catchers
Video length 16:32
Produced by the Institute on Disability, University of New Hampshire
$55.00

Lisa whose voice is heard through her using facilitated communication is particularly moving as she herself talks about how important her circle of friends is to her life. An inspiring and useful video for those working with teenagers and adults.

Friends of ... Clubs
Video length 15:00
Producer: Oregon Department of Education and the University of Oregon
$35.00

A short and inspiring video about what is possible. Through a concept called Friends of Clubs we see a story emerge of creating community and community partnerships. The film is about friends and friendship - the spark of life.

Circles of Friends
By Robert Peresse Illustrated by Martha Peresse
94 pages, softcover from Abingdon Press. ISBN 0 687 08390 7 $25.00

In this warm, sensitive collection, Robert and Martha Peresse offer true stories and issues to ponder, concerning Circles of Friends - friendships between people with disabilities and neighbors and school mates. Martha's drawings and Bob's stories are a perfect antidote to hopelessness and cynicism. This is a book about possibility and hope. They show how these circles cut across age groups, generations, and cultures, and how the hearts and world views of everyone can be enriched. The emphasis here is on pure and simple friendship. A good beginning to learn the real and true meaning of a building Circles of Friends.

Written in 1988, this book is still a fresh bouquet for the millennium.

Inclusion Classics - 2 Books
(see p. 4)
$20.00

Action for Inclusion
John O'Brien, Marsha Forest with Judith Snow, Jack Pearce and David Hixson

The Inclusion Papers
Jack Pearce, Marsha Forest and Judith Snow

Miller's MAP
Produced by Tim Caines, Marsha Forest and Jack Pearce

All Means A.L.
Featuring Marsha Forest and Jack Pearce

I learn by going where I have to go.
Roethke

Visit our Web Page: www.inclusion.com
Good Stories...

Dream Catchers and Dolphins
Reaching Out in a Time of Crisis
by Marsha Forest and Jack Pearpoint
Afterword: John O'Brien
$15.00
A remarkable healing journey - via e-mail. Travel with Marsha and Jack as they reach out to their circle during their crisis with cancer. A book for anyone in any crisis. The message: Reach out for support by any means!! Foreword Dr. Paul G. Levy, M.D., FRCP (C)

When breast cancer, then ovarian cancer, then breast cancer again became present in Marsha Forest's body, along with it came fear, anxiety, sadness, anger and a sense of helplessness. Faced with it all, Marsha and Jack did what they have always done. They recognized the aspects they had less control over, i.e. the presence of cancer. And, they identified the parts they did have control over, namely, how they chose to live their lives and with whom they chose to share it. They chose to be present to their own experience: reflect on it, act on it, and share it with their network of friends. For those who were nearby, phone calls, visits, shared dinners and gab sessions on the back porch, all became vehicles for sharing these vital experiences. For those friends around the world who were separated by distance, letter writing in cyberspace via e-mail served as the intimate, connective bridge. Dream Catchers and Dolphins is a collection of these cyberspace meetings that is filled with hope and inspiration. It provides us all with an opportunity for revitalization through remembering what is important in life. It points to the possibility of thriving through life's challenges by sharing our life and vulnerability openly with those we care about by any means available to us.


YES! She Knows She's Here
by Nicola Schaefer
$15.00
A Decade of Success!

On July 18, 1986, before her 25th birthday, Catherine moved from her parents' house into her own home. It was an exciting, somewhat anxious time, the culmination of about two years of planning and hard work on the part of many people. Everyone had worked hard to help Cath create a home for herself where she would have both the necessary paid, live-in support and the freely given friendship and help of others living in the two upstairs apartments. Could such a novel arrangement work?

In succeeding years there have been wonderful stories of people who described the SCIL (Student Centered Individually Learning) program and how it has improved their lives. We are making that available to you in this book. We hope it will inspire you to do similar things for yourself and your loved ones.

Audience: Anyone interested in building community and support networks around vulnerable people. Educators, human service providers, advocacy networks.

PERSE
Pencil Portraits 1971 - 1990
by Martha Perske
122 pages. Hardcover from Aboriginal Press
ISBN 0-687-05080-4
$30.00
Now this gentle, soft spoken woman graciously presents 100 of her finest drawings - latest digital processes.
- Writes about her own father with a disability.
- Gives written permission to reprint the art.

Martha Perske is a self-taught illustrator with a marvelous gift for showing a person's disability and natural beauty at the same time. She does it with a pencil - just a pencil.

Reflections on Inclusive Education
by Father Patrick Mackan
$12.00
This book has become a living tribute to the memory of our friend and mentor Father Patrick Mackan who passed away in 1990. His book is a popular collection of short reflections about the ABC's of Inclusion - Acceptance, Belonging and Community. Each story is about creating an atmosphere where all are welcomed and where no one is ever again denied admission for fully participating. 131 pages of reflections.

Audience: Popular with school systems and human service organizations. A great gift. A must for any spiritual school organizations. A perfect handout for an entire staff or conference. Relevant for all ages.

Don't Pass Me By
by Gary Bunch
$12.00
Every city in the world has a population of people who live on the streets. Many of us pass them by. Gary Bunch decided to collect the writings of teenagers affiliated with the Beat the Street Literacy Program. This is a 33-page introduction to Beat the Street, followed by 50 pages of moving poetry by students.

Asian Learning Odyssey
Jack Pearpoint
161 pages clothbound from Inclusion Press
$20.00

Asian Learning Odyssey '998
Jack Pearpoint
China Laos Cambodia

Asian Learning Odyssey '999
Jack Pearpoint
China Laos Cambodia

Jack Pearpoint's travel diary - nine weeks in Yunnan Province of China, Laos, and Cambodia - October - December, 1998. This is a personal reflection, raw - as it was created daily by day. The wonder and hope of China, the warmth of the people - and the horror of the UXO - the extensive remains of the Vietnam war - that still kill children every day. Cambodia, the Killing Fields and Angkor Wat - the horror and the wonder. Personal odyssey is a spiral bound photocopy - 161 pages. If you like to travel without an itinerary - you can join this trip vicarously.

Audience: travellers, armchair or otherwise

Order Now: The Challenge of Change - new CD-ROM
Inclusion: How To Essential Classroom Strategies
by Gary Bunce
$20.00

A book for all classroom teachers. Also great for families or social service workers. Gary Bunce gives theory and practice to make inclusion possible for all children and all teachers. This readable, jargon free book tells you all you need to know to include any child - if you want to.

Inclusion: Recent Research
Gary Bunce and Angela Vaino
$20.00

For all of you who are asking the difficult questions that need to be answered with data and good quality research this is the book for you! You also probably know ten people to whom you will want to give it. We recommend that every undergraduate and graduate student in any course on education have this. We want every parent and advocacy organization to use this book as a resource. We want every library to have this title on their shelves.

Kids, Disabilities and Regular Classrooms
by Gary Bunce
Softbound from Inclusion Press 111 pages ISBN 1-895418-22-4
$15.00

This is a wonderful and informative annotated bibliography of selected children's literature on Disability. 111 pages of content and books you can get at any library in North America. No library or resource centre should be without this book. All books selected present children or adults with disabilities as members of the general community. Two types of books are represented: story oriented and instructionally oriented.

Lessons for Inclusion
by Terri Vandercook et al
$15.00

This book is for teachers of elementary and middle school children to assist them to develop a classroom community in which all children feel good about themselves and work together as valued members of a classroom community. Specific lessons are provided in the following four areas: Inclusion Everyone: We all need to belong; Liking Myself: Self Esteem is Important; Making and Keeping Friends: Everybody Needs

Each Belongs
Thirty Years of Fully Inclusive Education in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Produced by Hamilton-Wentworth Separate School Board
Length 15 minutes
$55.00

The Hamilton-Wentworth Catholic District School Board has just celebrated 30 Years of Fully Inclusive Education for All. Their mission statement: "EACH BELONGS". This fifteen minute video says it all. All children can be included - from elementary grades through to high school graduation - if we want and believe in a system where "EACH BELONGS." A stunning segment shows two high school students talking about their experiences. One is in a wheelchair. One is on her feet. Which one has benefited more will be your challenge in watching this warm, down to earth, authentic video put together by students and faculty. It is a gem. Show it to anyone who doubts that
Action for Inclusion: How to Improve Schools by Welcoming Children with Special Needs Into Regular Classrooms
by John O'Brien, Marsha Forest with Judith Snow, Jack Pearlpoint and David Nushary

This 55 page book is definitely the best seller of Inclusion Press. It is now in its fourth printing. It is short and jargon-free and describes in detail the Circle of Friends exercise and the MAPS (Making Action Plans) process. We strongly recommend it with the video, With A Little Help From My Friends and the New MAPS Training Video. This book is being used by school systems all around the globe. It is perfect for conferences and courses as it is short and filled with actual tips on how to develop an action plan (MAP) for including any child at risk of exclusion. It is not limited to any one label but for all children at risk at any age. Although it talks mostly about elementary and middle school age children we feel it is transferable to high school students and adults. A perfect handbook for large conferences and a text for courses.

The Inclusion Papers Strategies to Make Inclusion Work
by Jack Pearlpoint, Marsha Forest and Judith Snow

This is an excellent collection of many of the most important articles written over the years by authors such as Marsha Forest, Jack Pearlpoint, Judith Snow, Patrick Mackan, John O'Brien and others. We are proud to publish Bob Williams and Meyer Shevin. Several of Jack Pearlpoint's graphics are at the end of the book.

Favorite articles include: Common Sense Tools, MAPS and Circles, MAPS Action Planning, Inclusion vs Exclusion, Giftedness vs Disability and Inclusion! The Bigger Picture.

The Writing on the Wall
University of New Hampshire
Ronald Pearlpoint, Carol Tuchis, Jill Morris, Joanne Malloy, Mary Schub, Jim Piets, Stephen Lichtenstein, Jan Nibert
Photographs by Gary Sanson
$15.00

This book is forty-four pages of photographs and uncompromising narrative. It has a bottom line: social justice must be extended to high school. Although inclusive education has taken a stronghold in many places, high school students with disabilities still face segregation more often than not. The format of the book is to have half a page dedicated to a sec-

Petroglyphs We Used to Think. Now We Know
The Institution on Disability, University of New Hampshire
(12 minutes) $35.00

Inclusion in high school. A wonderful new video from the UNH team - based on the photographs in the Petroglyphs book. Although inclusive education has taken a stronghold in schools on the continent, high school students with disabilities still face the real possibility of segregation. We used to think this was acceptable. We know now it is not. This video challenges existing beliefs and practices and advocates for change.

Petroglyphs is a collection of photographs taken over an eighteen year period in high schools and colleges throughout New Hampshire. These photographs, coupled with thought provoking narrative and distinctive music, reveal the many benefits of including students with disabilities in regular high school and college settings.

Treasures A Celebration of Inclusion
University of New Hampshire
Compiled and Edited by: Ann Donoghue Dillon, Carol Tuchis, Mary Schub, Cheryl Jorgenson, Suzan Shapiro-Barnard, Beth Dixon, Jan Nibert, Photographs by Gary Sanson, Foreword by Marsha Forest, Afterword by Rick Botz
$15.00

The heart and soul of inclusion is captured in this beautiful book of text and photographs to celebrate inclusive education in New Hampshire. The title of the book comes from Rick Botz a Nashua High School student who told us with facilitated communication that "Friends are very important to me. They are the future treasures that, with proper guidance will grow." This little book of 48 glossy pages is a treasure. The photos and the quotes that go with them need to be in every school and every home to remind us that what is possible in New Hampshire can happen in every state and province anywhere. This is a great gift for teachers or families.

Audience: Everyone engaged or getting ready for inclusion in high schools and community colleges - students, teachers and families.

Petroglyphs Pack Book and Video
$60.00

Changes in Latitudes, Changes in Attitudes The Role of the Inclusion Facilitator
University of New Hampshire
Carol Tuchis, Suzan Shapiro-Barnard, Ann Donoghue Dillon, Mary Schub, Cheryl Jorgenson, Photographs by Gary Sanson
$15.00

As schools work to include all students in regular education classes and the doors of special education classes are opened, a new professionalism emerges - the role of the Inclusion Facilitator. The purpose of this book is to provide guidance to individuals in that role. This chapter includes anecdotal stories, discussion and strategies. There are pages on strategies for advocating for Inclusion, for
Creating and Supporting Diversity and Community

A Little Book About Person Centered Planning
Ways to Think About Person Centered Planning, Its Limitations, the Conditions for its Success and the Contributions to Organizational Renewal.

Editors: John O'Brien and Connie Lyle O'Brien

This is THE book to read for anyone doing Person Centered Planning. It is a serious and challenging collection. Each author is a leader in the field, and challenges readers to think deeply about the vital issues involved in the work of real Person Centered Planning. Contributing authors include: John O'Brien, Connie Lyle O'Brien, Marsha Forest, Jock Pearsall, Herb Lovett, Beth Mount, Michael Smull, Judith Snow and Jeff Stutely.

The editors hoped to produce a book that will help those who facilitate Person Centered Plans to develop their own ideas about how best to use their talents. Excellent bibliography of resources included.

Chapters include: The Politics of Person Centered Planning, The Ethical Map and Path, A Guide to Personal Futures Planning, and much more.

Audience: Anyone involved working with Person Centered Planning tools.

Celebrating the Ordinary
The Emergence of Options in Community Living as a Thoughtful Organization
by John O'Brien, Connie Lyle O'Brien & Gail Jacob
245 pages, Softbound from Inclusion Press ISBN 1-855413-34-8

Inclusion Press would like to get this book into the hands of everyone involved in "Supported Living". This book is a deep and compelling journey into the real issues of supported living. Before "Supported Living" became a familiar term, Options, a small organization in Madison, WI was attempting to personalize services and assist people to live in their own homes. That was twenty years ago. How this happened, and the complex stumbling blocks, is the subject of this book. It is the story of the passion, dedication and dreams of a remarkable group of people - both the staff and the people they serve. For some, this is a book to read; for others, it is a thoughtful text worthy of in-depth study. 245 pages of brilliant analysis that will benefit anyone involved in supported living - ranging from directors to direct support staff. Some of the issues explored include: From packages to people - Beliefs define the pattern - Avoiding the growth trap - Acknowledging difficulty - Signs of trouble - Relationships as a resource - Making funding flexible - Cheering on intractable problems - Nine enduring understandings.

Audience: Anyone involved in supported living - building community - supporting change.

Members of Each Other
Building Community in Company With People With Developmental Disabilities
by John O'Brien and Connie Lyle O'Brien
140 pages, Softbound from Inclusion Press, ISBN 1-855414-24-0

Connie and John have written a beautiful 140 page book which is relevant for all of us who want to build friendships and community, not only for people with developmental disabilities but for ourselves. Members of Each Other exposes the dangers of power, of isolation, of helplessness and gives tried and true tools to help build the future. This collection particularly describes initiatives in three areas: linking people one-to-one (citizen advocacy); gathering people around helping a person define and pursue a desirable future (circle of support); and assiting people to pursue their interests as members of community associations (connecting people to people community associations). We are getting orders, from one to fifty copies, for university courses, seminars and conferences.

Audience: Anyone interested in building community and support networks around vulnerable people, educators, human service providers, advocate networks.

The Careless Society
Community and Its Counterfeits
by John McKnight
Published by Basic Books (194 pages)

This is a must read for all fans of John McKnight. The chapters of the book were written over the last two decades when human service systems overwhelmed communities. Four counterfactuals of society are analyzed: professionalism, medicine, human service systems, and the criminal justice system. The last two sections are on authentic citizen communities of care. This book of essays will provoke you to think and reflect. It is a book that celebrates the ability of neighborhoods to heal themselves from within. McKnight shows how competent communities have become colonized and invaded by professional services with often devastating results. McKnight's belief is that the basis for resolving many of today's social problems is the community capacity of the local citizen. Whether you agree or disagree, it is an excellent and thought-provoking book.

This is a perfect accompaniment to the McKnight video. Everyone Has a Gift.

Audience: Anyone interested in the world in which we live and particularly in social issues that face communities, schools, workplaces, and human service organizations.

Making a commitment to become a community builder is a necessary precursor to real person centered planning. Anne Malatchi

Everyone Has a Gift
Building Communities of Capacity
Produced by Jack Pearsall and Martha Forest
Jiff Dobbin of Proustshott Productions

Everyone who sees this video loves it. It is truly John McKnight at his best. The video is a gem. John McKnight is the Director of the Community Studies Program at the Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research at Northwestern University where he is a professor. Most of all John is a storyteller, a political philosopher, prophet and activist. This video is a moving talk about building communities where everyone can give their gifts to citizens. Community building for John McKnight is not a sentimental journey but a job to be done by citizens, neighbors, families and friends. A great compliment to the video is John's newest book, The Careless Society.

Audience: Everyone involved in moving from a deficiency model to work to a community building model whether it is in communities, schools, workplaces, human service organization, the medical profession, probation and parole, adult education. Everyone!

Visit our Web Page: www.inclusion.com

It is one thing to agree that the goal of integration is morally and legally right. It is another thing to commit oneself positively and actively to the ideal of integration - the former is intellectual assent, the latter is actual belief. These are days that demand practices to match professions. This is no day to pay lip service to integration, we must pay life service to it.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Sources & Resources Potpourri

Brookes Publishing

Here is where you get Herb Lovern's books and other excellent resources on inclusion.
P.O. Box 10624, Baltimore, MD 21285-0624
Tel: 410-337-9580 Fax: 410-337-6839
Website: www.brookespublishing.com

Comfort Media Concepts

We've been working with John Comfort for many years and his work gets better and better. He's winning awards for many of his inspiring videos focusing on Inclusive Education and Community Life.
2145 Pioneer Road, Evanston, IL 60201, USA. Tel: 847-475-0791 Fax: 847-475-0793
E-mail: comfort@comfort.com
Website: www.comfort.com

Dave Hingsberger & Diverse City Press

We, like many of you, love the work of Dave Hingsberger. Dave and his partner Joe run a small press with the creative name Diverse City Press. All books and videos from Diverse City can be ordered directly from him at:
BM 272, 33 des Florailles, Eastman, Quebec, Canada, JOE 1P0.Tel: 514-267-3260 Fax: 514-267-3260
E-mail: dverse@interim.qc.ca Website: www.diversecity.com

Daybreak Publications

For those interested in the works of Jean Vanier, Henri Nouwen and others associated with the L'Arche Movement, you can get books from:
Daybreak Publications Catalogue
11339 Yonge St.
Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4S 1L1
Tel: 905-884-3454 Fax: 905-884-0580
E-mail: pubs@archedaybreak.com

Human Policy Press

Human Policy Press believes that the greatest obstacles faced by people with disabilities are societally imposed. Their materials make us stop and think. Books, slides, shows, posters, postcards, t-shirts.
Box 127, University station, Syracuse, New York, 13210. Tel: 315-443-2761.

Inclusion Notebook

The Inclusion Notebooks published by Kathleen Whitbread. The aim is to provide tools and others in inclusive settings with practical empowering tools. The goal of the Inclusion Notebook is to support quality inclusive education.
Contact:
PennyCorner Press
Post Box 8, Garman, CT 06036
Tel: 860-873-3545 Fax: 860-873-1311
E-mail: tin@pennycorner.com

National Professional Resources

Bob Hansen, President of National Professional Resources Inc., is committed to bringing the most innovative thinkers in the field of education and psychology to learners at all ages. If you would like an overview of NPR Products, send a $50.00 (US for shipping) for the preview video. Volumes include "Multiple Intelligences", "Standards of Inclusion", "Building a Quality School" and others in inclusive settings with practical empowering tools. The goal of the Inclusion Notebook is to support quality inclusive education.
Contact:
PennyCorner Press
Post Box 8, Garman, CT 06036
Tel: 860-873-3545 Fax: 860-873-1311
E-mail: tin@pennycorner.com

Peaytal Publications

Publishers and Distributors of some great resources for educators, a couple of ours is "Arts in His Hands - Activities and Realities in Special Education" by Michael Giangreco and Kevin Ruelle.
P.O. Box 1162 - Suite 100, Minnetonka, MN 55345
Tel: 612-443-8077 Fax: 612-393-9777
E-mail: helpline@peytal.com

Some Other Books

Becoming Human by Jean Vanier

This provocative work, Jean Vanier shares his profoundly human vision for creating a common good that radically changes our communities, our relationships, and oursevles. He proposes that by opening ourselves to outsiders, those we perceive as weak, different, or inferior, we can achieve spiritual and societal freedom. Our society shuns weakness and glorifies strength. By embracing weakness, however, we learn new ways of living and discovering compassion, trust and understanding. The spirit of inclusion has extraordinary implications for the way we live our lives and build our communities.

Available in bookstores or from Daybreak Publications

Building Bridges Consulting

Box 106, Duncan, B.C. V9L 3X3
Website: http://www.island.net/~bridges Tel/Fax: 888-746-1529

Circles of Friends: Peer Support and Inclusion by Colin Newton and Derek Wilson Colin and Derek are educational psychologists in Nottingham City. Their book shows how building a child's circle of friends can increase their sense of belonging whilst reducing the incidence of disorder. The approach contributes to improved classroom performance and strengthens friendships, personal relationships and growth.
Order (£11.95 + £2.95 postage and packing) from Justine Harrison, Folens Publishers, Albert House, Apex Business Centre, Bowes Road, Dunstable, LU5 4RJ. Nottingham Community Educational Psychology website at http://www.innotts.co.uk/~colin/epsweb.htm.

Inclusion and Parent Advocacy - A Resource Guide by Julie Klauber and Avery Klauber

An extensive, annotated resource guide designed to help librarians, educators, parents, and other service providers identify publications and audiovisual materials that will help them understand, implement and manage inclusive programs. (135 page spiral bound guide describes 265 books, pamphlets, videos, etc.) To order send $15.00 US to: Disability Resources, Four Glatter Lane, Centercenter, NY 11720-1032 or Tel: 516-585-0260.

The Nature of Transformation

Environmental Adult and Popular Education
Davene Clover, Budd Hall, Shirley Holm
The Nature of Transformation: Environmental Adult and Popular Education outlines social learning theories and ways in which environmental issues can be woven into the practice. It can be used by community activists and animators, teachers, professors, practitioners and so on in any workplace, school or community learning situations. Chapters provide:
- a brief examination of some of the theories of adult, popular, feminist, environmental, and environmental adult and popular education,
- ideas for organising workshops within an ecological context and examples of agendas.

To order, send $20.00 payable to OISE/UT co. Davene E. Clover at: OISE/UT, Room 7-174 250 Bloor St. West Toronto, Ont M5S 3E6 Canada.

Remembering the Soul of Our Work

Stories by the Staff of Options in Community Living
Madison WI

Edited by
John O'Brien & Connie Lyle O'Brien

Options in Community Living
22 North Second St.
Madison, WI 53704
Tel: 608-249-1585

The Resources Connection Catalogue

All the books and videos you want on the Learning Organizations Network. Authors such as Harrison Owen, Peter Sarge, Peter Block, 908 Niagara Falls Blvd. North Tonawanda, NY 14020-2060
Tel: 800-295-0957 Fax: 905-473-4219

Secure and Safe Six Steps To Creating A Personal Future Plan For People With Disabilities

Published by: Plumed Lifetime Advocacy Network (PLAN)
You can order this book direct from PLAN - (104-370) Canada Way, Burnaby, BC V5G 1G4

by Al Emanooki with Jack Collins and Vicki Cimmick

This book is an absolute must for every family with a son or daughter with a disability. It is actually a good book for any family. There are 119 pages of information to assist families to create a secure future for their children. The sole purpose of the authors was to create a book to inspire families to develop a Personal Future Plan, to guide families through the PLAN process and to offer practical tips and technical advice. The book is divided into six steps and seven worksheets to get you to a real and tangible plan. It encourages families to confront their fears and act on their dreams to take the necessary steps to create a safe and secure future for their sons and daughters.

Audience. Families and organizations who support families (i.e. schools, advocacy groups, human service organizations, legal clinics, medical professionals).

And another PLAN book coming soon.

Books We Use in Our Work


Owen, Harrison. Open Space Technology. We have been greatly influenced by the model of Open Space Events as outlined by Harrison Owen in his book OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY. For more print and video information write or call:
H.H.Owen and Co. 7808 River Falls Dr. Potomac, MD 20854 USA. Tel: 301-469-9266 Fax: 301-983-9214
E-mail: owner@tmm.com
Website: www.tmm.com/openspace/index.html

Sibbitt, David. I See What You Mean, Fundamentals of Graphic Language, Graphic Guides. For our Graphic Facilitation readers we strongly urge you to get the Groves Consultants International Product and Workshop Catalogue. Tel: 416-561-2660 Fax: 416-561-2525
Website: http://www.groves.com Tel: 1-800-49-GROVE


Music


R. Carlos Nakai - "Journeys" Canyon Records, 1986 (Usually in the International Section)

Strunz and Farah - "Americas" SELVA Records, 1994 (Usually in the International Section)

"Music for The Mozart Effect" Compiled by Don Campbell - Spring Hill Music Tel: 1-800-427-7880 Tel: 303-938-1188 Fax: 303-938-1191

"The Mozart Effect - Music for Children" The Children's Group Tel: 1-800-668-0242

Creating collaboratively is only the beginning - a beginning of a lifetime journey.

Anne Malatsch

No problem can be solved from the same consciousness that created it. We must learn to see the world anew.

Albert Einstein

Visit our Web Page: www.inclusion.com
Organizations and Their Publications

This potpourri of resources and sources is NOT exhaustive. It reflects items we get requests for, and some of our ideas about great resources. We will drop unneeded items inadvertently. Let us know and we may add it next time.

ASCD
ASCD is the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. ASCD is a diverse international professional home of educators, fostering a community of teachers committed to the success of all learners. Their publication Educational Leadership is challenging and provocative and you will always find a cutting edge of what is happening in education.

P.O. Box 79734,
Baltimore, MD 21279-0734, USA
Tel: 410-967-1500
Fax: 410-576-8340
E-mail: info@ascd.org
Website: www.ascd.org

The Asset Based Community Development Institute
This is where you can find John McKnight.
Institute or Policy Research
Northwestern University
2041 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60208-4100
Tel: 847-467-8916
E-mail: jmknight@northwestern.edu
John McKnight, John Kretzmans, John Building Communities from the Inside Out

ACTA Publications
4848 North Clark Street, Suite 203
Chicago, IL 60613
Tel: 312-397-2282 Fax: 312-397-0079

ARCH
Defending the Rights of People with Disabilities - Advocacy Resource Centre for the Handicapped
ARCH has been a better and more committed group of lawyers and advocates in their areas of practice which is a non-profit community legal clinic dedicated to defending the rights of people with disabilities in Ontario. Their bi-monthly magazine ARCH "TYPE" is excellent.
40 Orford View Boulevard, Suite 255, Toronto, Ontario M4A1P9
Tel: 416-480-0205 Fax: 416-482-9981

Autism National Committee
The Autism National Committee is dedicated to advancing and protecting the civil rights of people with autism.PFD and related disorders. Autism's proponents promote the principles of inclusion, self-determination, and normalization. Their website and publications include such authors as Anne Donellan, Martha Lee, Martha Lapos, Rosemary Cullen, and Doug Goodwin. Many inclusion Press colleagues and friends works are available online.
Autism National Committee
635 Ardmore Ave., Ardmore, PA 19003
Tel: 610-649-9319 Fax: 610-649-0974
Website: www.autism.com
Their books are available at:
Autism Bookstore
231 Valerie Lane, 4th, Madison, WI 53716
Fax: 608-222-7670
Tel: 800-379-0336 (US)

The Canadian Association for Community Living (CACL) and The Roether Institute
The Roether Institute is sponsored by the Canadian Association for Community Living. The publication Community Living Magazine is an excellent Canadian publication that shines out four times a year. They are dedicated to promoting human rights for people with disabilities.
CACL Bookstore
York University, 4700 Keele Street, Downsview, Ontario, M3J 1P3.
Tel: 416-661-9011 Fax: 416-661-5070
Website: www.cacl.org

The Community and Relationship Building Project
Hosted by Unitled Cerebral Palsy of Pittsburgh. Their small powerful publication, The Common Thread, is one of our favourites. It is lovingly put together by Sharon Greten and Danielle Ploof. It's all about community, relationships, friendship and love. 17A Elise Road, Cheswick, PA. USA 15024

The Community Institute
The Community Institute in Parkway, B.C. is a source of information and training in supported employment, supported living, independent living funding and personal support projects. They organized the "micro-board" concept, now a permanent feature on the North American scene. Excellent PATH facilitators.
Contact: Dave and Dave Wetherow
911 S. Everett Center, B.C.
Fax: 250-248-2685
E-mail: wetherow@bcsupportnet.com

CommunityIn
Phil Beeman and George Ducharme are leaders in the field of building community and relationships. They run the Community Place and do workshops on circles and relationships. Their newsletter "The Communicator" is informative and challenging.
3730 Sun Street, Manchester, CT, 06045
Fax: 860-645-3178 Fax: 860-645-3179

The Facilitated Communication Institute
Everything you ever wanted to know about Facilitated Communication, 364 Huntington Ave., Southie, Massachusetts, 02115
Tel: 617-721-2450 Fax: 617-721-2451

The Family Alliance Ontario
The Family Alliance Ontario is an association of individuals and families who have a family member with autism. This is a support group, and they are finding strength, stability, competence, and good friends. Their newsletter, "The Family News," is informative and challenging.
396 Cooper St. Suite 204, Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 2H7
Tel: 613-563-4984 Fax: 613-549-3247

Neighbours Inc.
Neighbours is an innovative, exciting and enthusiastic supported living organization serving people since 1995. Many said it could not be done but Pati Scott and Karm Jupp did it. Call them to find out what and how they did it.
Tel: 705-368-0991 Fax: 705-368-3090
E-mail: Karm.Jupp@compuserve.com
Website: www.neighboursinc.com

New African Voices
A unique community organization in Philadelphia founded by Shakti Asante and now carrying on through the leadership of his colleagues Bahiya Gabral and Mokos Ali Asante. New African Voices is dedicated to the fight against racism, poverty, and violence, particularly in the African-American community.
Tel: 215-472-5954 Fax: 215-472-9323
E-mail: info@nafvo.org

Options in Community Living
The "Options" story is covered in Celebrating the Ordinariy, an intentionally small book that has been supporting people to live in their own place for 20 years. Courageous and committed are the appropriate words for this crew of people.
22 North Second St., Madison, WI 53704
Tel: 608-249-1585 Fax: 608-249-3372

Parent Leadership Program
A wonderful lively group of parents and advocates. The Parent Leadership Program (PLP) is based in Lansing, Michigan. It is a 10-day intensive creative leadership training and advocacy with and for parents of children with disabilities. Contact Cindy Anderson, Sharon Dietrich, or Joan Blough to find out more.
Bryant University
Tel: 401-295-5276 Fax: 445-5303-304
E-mail: parent@plp.com
Sharon Dietrich Tel: 517-487-5427 ext 115

Partners in Policy Making
Partners in Policy Making is a program designed to provide information, training, resources and skill building in the area of developmental disabilities to families, young children and to consumers with disabilities. It is a model of empowerment and self-advocacy. Started by Colleen Wick in the state of Minnesota, the program has been in operation over 10 years and is being replicated in many states. Starting in England and Europe.
For further information write Colleen at Governors Council on Developmental Disabilities
300 Centennial Office Bldg
656 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55155 USA
Tel: 612-296-9944 Fax: 612-297-7200
E-mail: admin.dcl@state.mn.us

PEAK Parent Center
Our friends in Colorado at the PEAK Parent Center have a marvelous list of lively and informative books on topics like friendship and Relationships - written in an informal style and designed for a broad audience. They have a popular Friendship Lapel Pin that we know you'll enjoy!
6050 Lehman Drive, Suite 101, Colorado Springs, CO 80918 USA
Tel: 719-531-9400 Fax: 719-531-9452

People First of Ontario/Canada
People First is an organization of and for people who have experienced what it means to be labelled. They exist to support each other in speaking for themselves and making decisions for themselves. "Real Homes", "Education", "Employment", "Housing" are their goals. Educating the rest of the community about what this means is a part of their mission. They have provided a strong and clear voice.
75 The Conroy West, Suite 1408, Toronto, ON M4X 1R1
People First of Canada
Tel: 416-441-1805 Fax: 416-441-3057
People First of Ontario
Tel: 416-441-6172 Fax: 416-441-3057

PLAN
PLUN exists for one main reason - to assist families create a secure future for their children with disabilities. Their book, Safe and Secure by Al Emsman, Jack Collins, and Colleen Wick is a must read. They give the six steps to create a personal future plan for your family.
101B - 3790 Canada Way, Burnaby, BC V5E 104
Tel: 604-439-5966 Fax: 604-439-7001
Toll Free 1-888-696-PLAN
Website: www.planbc.ca/advanced
E-mail: planned_lifetimes@bc.sympatico.ca

TASH
TASH is an international advocacy association of people with disabilities, their families, professionals and friends. TASH actively promotes full participation and inclusion of persons with disabilities in all aspects of life - family, school, work, recreation, and community life. Their website gives the six steps to create a personal future plan for your family.
101B - 3790 Canada Way, Burnaby, BC V5E 104
Tel: 604-439-5966 Fax: 604-439-7001
Toll Free 1-888-696-PLAN
Website: www.planbc.ca/advanced

Together We Can
Anne Malatchi
An excellent resource person on MAPS, PATH and Circles. A delightful advocate for kids. Anne Malatchi is the Director of this project at the Virginia Institute for Developmental Disabilities in Richmond. TEL: 604-828-3876 Fax: 604-828-7624
E-mail: iamkreams@iol.com

Conscience asks the question, is it safe?\nExpedition asks the question, is it political? but,\nConscience asks the question, is it right?   

V. 강수철
The Four Seasons

Major Workshops in Toronto
All courses are for individuals, teams, organizations or jan
All welcome!
Location: Primrose Hotel, downtown Toronto

The Fall Season: The Creative Facilitator
Presents the popular four day Creative Facilitator Course with Marsha Forest, Jack Pearpoint and Dave Hasbury as your guides. This course delivers four full days and optional evenings to learn and practice creative tools developed by Inclusion Press. Circles, MAPS and PATH. This is a hands on practical workshop based on an uncompromising commitment to full citizenship and inclusion for all. We can promise that if you show up, be prepared to participate you will leave Toronto with a tool kit full of new ways of thinking and working. We suggest you come with at least one other person from your organization. Limited to 35 participants.
"This course changed my life. I thought I was coming to learn how to do PATH for others. I found out the first person who needed to change and plan was I. The best training course I have ever done. And it was fun!" — Administrator

Phone: Marsha Forest, Jack Pearpoint and Cathy Hollands for more information and costs for these courses. All courses can and do travel to other locations internationally but are held once a year in Toronto.

The Winter Season: Design for Change
The challenging four day and evening Design for Change Course with John O'Brien, Jack Pearpoint and Marsha Forest as your guides. This course is for people who have participated in the Creative Facilitator course, the Summer Institute, or other events with John, Jack or Marsha. It is a rigorous and exciting workshop that will give participants time to scan, focus and then design a change plan for their organization, family or self. There are an entirely new set of reading materials and tools used in these four days. No one will go home untouched and unchanged.
"It came to this course to take the time to stop and reflect on what I was really doing. I went home with a design that I can implement over time. The best new thinking I've done in years. I strongly recommend you bring a small team so you can go back home and keep on working. This is a unique experience and one that lasts." — Human Services Worker

Design for Change
A Master Class
Facilitating Change
Jan. 26-29, 2000

Jack Pearpoint
Marsha Forest
John O'Brien

Limited Enrollment

For Information:
INCLUSION PRESS
Tel: 416-658-5363
Fax: 416-658-5067
Jack Pearpoint 746-40.1124@compuserve.com
Visit Our Web Page:
http://www.inclusion.com

The Spring Season:
phone to book
The Challenge of Change: Training for Guides
NEW COURSE based on our NEW CD ROM "The Challenge of Change"
Motto: "Have course; Will Travel." Locations: to be announced

The guides for this course are Jack Pearpoint and Marsha Forest. We offer tools for Creating an Inclusive, Can-Do Culture for Surviving Change in Your Organization - slowly and surely. A four day intensive event for leaders, teams, organizations. Based on our new CD ROM, you can take the course home when you are done - including a collection of overheads, slide show texts and tools.

The focus is on tools, grouped in categories, that you can implement when you take them home. Examples:
• Listening Tools: Taking Back Reflection, Neighborhood Rounds, Scuba Rules.
• Team Building Tools: The Million Dollar Game, Making Your Own.
• Problem Solving Tools: Solution Circles, The Four Questions.

All the tools are based on a strong vision of revisiting a vision and belief that ALL BELONG, ALL CAN Be CREATIVE and PRODUCTIVE and EVERYONE Can Be a CONTRIBUTING MEMBER of SOCIETY.

The Summer Season:
The Toronto Summer Institute on Inclusion, Diversity & Change

Hosts for the Learning Community include: John McKnight, Chicago; Marsha Forest, Jack Pearpoint, Judith Snow, Dave Hasbury, Toronto; Bahiya Cabral Asante, Nkoski Ali Asante, Philadelphia; John O'Brien, Atlanta; Wayne Helgasen, Winnipeg; and special guest for one day Dave Hingsburger, Quebec.

We welcome 100 cutting edge learners to be co-thinkers in creating a unique one week Learning Marketplace event that builds a new kind of team learning community. Taste what education for the Year 2000 can look like and feel like. This is for current leaders in social services, education, health care, ecology, advocacy who are struggling with how to find practical and creative solutions to the complex problems of the day. Warning: This is not for people wondering whether and why to do it but to do the work done to make everyone lives more full and just.

"Where else could I have breakfast with an abandoned group from Winnipeg, lunch with an amazing team from Scotland and dinner with our own team all in one day? I did this for seven days and nights. With street smart was not only one talk but individual but the whole event. It is a taste of the future and a new way of being and living together. Bring a team - and like the learnings. A truly amazing experience." — Educator, London, Ontario.

For information on INCLUSION COMMUNITY & DIVERSITY July 1-7, 2000
Call: 416-658-5363
Fax: 416-658-5067
Jack Pearpoint 746-40.1124@compuserve.com
Visit Our Web Page: http://www.inclusion.com

The Creative Facilitator Practical Tools
Nov. 3-6, 1999 9th Annual
For information, contact:
INCLUSION PRESS
International
24 Thornes Cres., Toronto, ONT.
M6H 2S5 CANADA
Tel: 416-658-5363 Fax: 416-658-5067
Jack Pearpoint 746-40.1124@compuserve.com
Visit Our Web Page:
http://www.inclusion.com

Action for Inclusion
5th Annual
THE TORONTO Summer Institute ON INCLUSION, COMMUNITY & DIVERSITY July 1-7, 2000

*Limited Enrollment
For information, contact:
Cathy Hollands, Managing Director
Centre for Integrated Education and Community
24 Thornes Cres.
Toronto, ONT. M6H 2S5 CANADA
Tel: 416-658-5363 Fax: 416-658-5067
Jack Pearpoint 746-40.1124@compuserve.com
Visit Our Web Page: http://www.inclusion.com

Hosts for the Learning Community:
• John McKnight
• John O'Brien
• Marsha Forest
• Jack Pearpoint
• Judith Snow
• Wayne Helgasen
• Nkoski Asante
• Bahiya Cabral Asante
• Dave Hingsburger

Come Be a Co-Thinker: Create an Extraordinary Learning Community
Inclusion is NOT up for Debate!
This is for Current and Future Leaders Who are Wringgag with "How To..."